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with great power, comes great responsibility 

IIII----Ching & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of Metaphysics    
What is lacking with Flying Star Model 
The general consensus in regards to the application of flying star with time aspect is unique and yet 
compelling in line with the scientific explanation but what make this methodology imperfect is the fact 
that it will only consider the Mountain Star 坐 (Sitting direction) and Water Star 向 (Facing direction) it 

never intended to consider the all 4 aspect of Mountain (龍) Sha (砂) Water (水) and Direction (向). Be 

it for Yang residential (陽宅) or Ying Residential (陰宅) flying star method is isolated to only the setting 

or orientation of the house and not the surrounding factor. For instance, the incoming and out going 
road in front of a house is the indicator of a water direction that directly impacting the house depending 
of the distance of such house and road. The flying star would never consider such factor. 
 
The area of detection in flying Star Method it not as confine as in Xuan Kong Da Gua method. For every 
24 mountains it consist of 2 ½ Guas (out of 64 Guas) this implying that one mountain which is 15 
degrees while in each Gua is with 5 degrees, the range is much wider in one mountain and the energy 
concentrate is not as pure as in one Gua. 
 
Try this one on for size some setting with Good Mountain and Good Water (到山到向) would ended up 

bad because of the Bad Gua energy at the same token some Bad Mountain and Bad Water setting (上

山下水) would ended up good due to Kind energy. The confinement would frustrate Flying Star 

practitioners. Only those 64 Guas practitioners would complement such pitfall. The fact with many 
tombstones with Bad Mountain and Bad Water setting ended up with generation that is rich and famous 
is the vivid example of the failure of Flying Star model. This has also dampened the confidence of Flying 
Star practitioners and I was one of them until I learned the Xuan Kong Da Gua or the 64 Guas. 
 

Let us trace back the history of Flying Star; the icon or pioneer of Flying Star is Shen Chu Ne (沈竹礽).  

Shen had borrowed a notebook, Teacher’ Note (從師隨筆) from Jiang Yao (姜垚); it was believed 

that the notes were from his early Master. However, Master Jiang Da Hong (蔣大鴻) had denied the 

passing of the essence to Jiang Yao before the notes was created and led us to conclude that real 
essence of Xuan Kong Da Gua has never passed to Jiang Yao and therefore Shen Chu Ne later formed 
his Flying Star method were based on false or at least to my knowledge an incomplete set of Feng Shui 
knowledge.  
 
Let me reiterate here that they are many countless evidences that some Good settings ended badly 
while some Bad settings ended good and the real problem is in the Gua rather than the Star! 
  
Let us examine Taiwan most richest person Wang Yung Ching (王永慶) with his ancestor graveyard 

orientation in bad Mountain and Bad Water setting (祖墳上山下水), the tombstone setting was built in 

1958 with orientation of Kang Mountain with Kap Direction (庚山甲向正封) which in flying star method 

would be detrimental to the younger generation! The fact that Mr. Wang became the richest person tells 
us that there is imperfect in Flying Star Model. To go on further the use of Xuan Kong Da Gua not only 
limited to Gua (卦) but Yao (爻) as well. 
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明玄空明玄空明玄空明玄空, 祇在五行中祇在五行中祇在五行中祇在五行中 

This statement is telling us to totally know and understand Xuan Kong Gua essence is in the digesting 
the Xuan Kong Five element as in the Lok Shu and Her To numbers. 
 

三般卦三般卦三般卦三般卦 Three General Guas 

According Flying Star method, 1(Ham), and 4(Shun) and 7 (Dui) is a set of 3 General Gua, 2 (Kwan), 5 
(Central) and 8 (Kan) is another while 3 (Chan), 6 (Kin) and ((Lei) is the third set of 3 General Guas. 
The disputes among many Feng Shui Schools (San Her, San Yuan, Flying Star and Xuan Kong Da Gua) 
are still unyielding till today!  The Xuan Kong Da Gua believed that East, West and Parents Gua is the 
real 3 General Guas. 

 
珠寶火坑珠寶火坑珠寶火坑珠寶火坑? Jewelry or Fierily Pit? 

Know the real essence is Jewelry or else is pitfall. 
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